POSITION DESCRIPTION: OMSI’s Production Facility produces finished interactive exhibits and displays for OMSI and other museums nationwide. The Production Facility Construction Volunteer supports this work by constructing, maintaining and repairing cabinetry and display work.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES:
- Assist in the construction and repair of various exhibits and displays using finish carpentry skills.
- Work effectively with paid staff and other volunteers throughout the organization.
- Assume other tasks and responsibilities as assigned by the Production Manager.

QUALIFICATIONS:
- Knowledge of standard tools and processes for production of cabinets and/or wood products.
- Excellent attention to detail.
- Ability to work independently as well as in teams.
- Past experience working safely in a shop or similar creative environment.
- Dependable, punctual and able to commit to at least one 6-hour weekday volunteer shift per week; two shifts per week preferred.

VOLUNTEER BENEFITS:
- Training and a lifelong learning experience.
- Admission for the volunteer to the museum, theater and planetarium shows, and submarine tours.
- An OMSI Family Membership upon completion of 50 hours of volunteer service.
- Discounts in the OMSI Science Store and on-site restaurants.
- The opportunity to meet many new people and learn more about OMSI

For more information, contact Volunteer Services at 503.797.4596 or VolunteerServices@omsi.edu
Visit our website at www.omsi.edu/volunteer